geographical skills
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nowing the most common map
symbols is vital when interpreting a
map, for example symbols for different
types of roads and paths, natural features
and tourist information.

Task 1
Use an OS
map key or
the internet
to find out
the meaning
of these
symbols on
a 1:50,000
map:
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Grid references
In order to locate a specific place on an
OS map you need to use four- and sixfigure grid references. The three golden
rules for finding grid references are:
1 Use the numbers along the bottom of
the map first (along the corridor)
2 Then use the numbers up the sides of
the map (up the stairs)
3 Always find the bottom-left corner
of the grid square you are looking for
(bottom left)
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Figure 1 Six-figure grid reference guide

Six-figure grid references are more
accurate than four-figure grid references
as they find the exact location within
a square. Here you must imagine that
one grid square has been divided into a
10x10 grid of smaller squares. Use this
smaller grid to add the third and sixth
number into your grid reference, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Using the OS extract, find the four- and
six-figure grid references for the sites
below and choose which activity you
are most likely to do there.
1 9948: Would you be most likely to
a) be caught in a flood, b) go shopping,
c) go camping?
2 991521: Would you be most likely to
a) visit a museum, b) go to school, c)
visit a castle?

Contour lines
The light brown isolines on an OS map
show the height of the land above sea
level, which is measured in metres. The
closer the lines, the steeper the land. If
no contour lines are shown the land is
flat. Spot heights are also useful to work
out the height of the land.

Task 3
Use the OS extract to answer the
following questions:
1 What height is Bridge House (0247)?
2 The River Aire at Carleton Bridge
(983501)?

Making a geographical
decision
Using your map skills, you must decide
where would be the most appropriate
site for a new supermarket.
Your choices:
1 Low Bradley (0048)
2 East Skipton (0051)
3 Southwest Skipton (9750)
You must consider:
■■ accessibility
■■ relief of the land
■■ space available
Once you have decided on your
location, justify your decision using the
map skills discussed in this article.

Answers to Tasks

As a GCSE geographer you need to be competent
at reading Ordnance Survey (OS) maps. This requires
skills such as interpreting grid references, symbols,
scale and compass directions. This ‘Geographical
Skills’ requires you to apply your map skills to
make an important geographical decision.

1 1 Quarry, 2 Church with a tower, 3
Battlefield (with date), 4 Coniferous
woodland
2 1 a, 2 c
3 1 240–250m asl, 2 90–100m asl

Reading
OS maps
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